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One of the aims in the study of almost periodic functions on a

group is to generalize the Fejér summation process, whereby the

Fourier series may be summed to yield the function. This has been

achieved partially by Bochner-von Neumann [l] and Maak [2; 3].1

But in [3] Maak says "In general it is not possible to give a sum-

mation procedure which may be successfully applied to all almost

periodic functions on the group."

This paper is intended to show that we may indeed find a general-

ized Fejér kernel and a summation process, which may be applied

equally to all almost periodic functions on a group. We prove this for

the case of complex-valued almost periodic functions on an arbitrary

group. The procedure also works for functions with values in a linear

topological space, but we shall not concern ourselves here with the

more general case. In order to proceed to the heart of the matter, we

shall assume the definitions and results of [l] and [4].

We shall denote an irreducible, normal, unitary representation

[4, Definitions 9 and 10] of a group G by D. The image of x£Gis

thus a square matrix D(x) = (D„,„(x)) where p, o- = l, • • • , sD. Each

Dp¡„ is an almost periodic function on G [4, Theorem 19]. Let/ be a

complex-valued almost periodic function on G. The Fourier coeffi-

cients of / are defined by

(1) CD„M) = M,{D.„(x-*)f(x)}

[l, Definition 8], and the formal sum

(2) E sDZ'i Cd.,..(J)D,,.

is called the Fourier expansion of /. If / and g are almost periodic

functions, we write fXg(x) = Mv{f(xy~l)g(y)} and fXg is also an al-

most periodic function [l, Definition 6].

Our task is to give a method whereby (2) may be summed to yield

the function / in the sense of the topology in the space of bounded

complex-valued functions on G introduced by the metric

I / - g I = sup I f(x) - g(x) I.
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1 Numbers in brackets refer to the references cited at the end of the paper.
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Theorem. Let D be any set of irreducible, normal, unitary, and mu-

tually nonequivalent representations of a group G. Let f be an almost

periodic function on G in whose Fourier expansion appear only repre-

sentation elements from the set D. Then we may find a directed set [5 ]

{^tItST} of special weight functions (that is, non-negative almost

periodic functions, with mean value 1, having a finite Fourier expansion

[l, Definition 7]) such that limy^r<pyXf =f, where this is a directed limit

over the directed index set T. More specifically, there is a set of real

numbers {ryD, Y Er, DEO} such that O^r^^l, limy^r r}, = l, for

each y only finitely many are nonzero, and

(3) *yXf =   ErlsD £î CD,PM)D„°-

Proof. Let 5 denote a finite subset of O, and let A denote the set

of all such 5. Put

gS   =   E^El   DT,r.
Z>e« r

Then g¡ is an almost periodic function [l, Theorem 6]. By [l,

Theorem 22], for each ö£A we may find a sequence x«,» of special

weight functions such that |xs,nXga —gs| <l/n. By [4, Theorem 21 ],

g(XD„,c = Dp,a for all DEb. Therefore

(4) | Xi.nXöp,, - D„,c | < l/n for all D E o,

because, by [4, Theorems 11  and  7(5)],   \xi.nXgsXDf,„— g¡XD„,r\

= | (XS.nXg6-gs)XDp,a\   è\xi.nXgs-gs\   <l/w.

If we denote by T the set of all y = (S, n) with §EA and n a natural

number, we obtain an index set T which we may turn into a directed

set by the following partial ordering: Put 71 = (5i, ni) ^72 = (S2, n2) if

and only if ôi3ô2 and îîi^b2. Then from (4),

(5) lim Xy X A,,, = £„,„ for all D E <D, 1 Ú P, <r á s».

Put \¡/y = My{xy(yxy~1)}, so that \j/y is a class function [l, Definition

10] and may be written [l, Theorem 29] as the finite sum

d I        D

^7 = 2~lsDaDY^i DTr   where   aD = — Ei Cd.t,t(x7).
DE'D t SD    r

and only finitely many ayD are nonzero. Because of (5) we have that

lim7er Cß,r,T(x7) = li and therefore lim7er ayD = l.

The function ip'y defined by2

2 [x]c denotes the complex conjugate of x.
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D
y-, c^—V«

Ú(x) = [^(x-1)]^  2ZsD[a¿] Zi Dr.r(x)

is also a special weight function. Put fa=ypyXyp'y. Then

D

<t>i — E  sDrD Y\ Dr,r   where   rD = \ aD I   =0

and so lim7gr rj) = 1. Thus #T is a class function [l, Theorem 29] and

is also a special weight function  [l, Theorem 18] and

0 = n> = Mx{Dn(x-1)fa(x)}

= Mx{ I Dn(x-i) I I fa(x) I } = Mx{fa(x)} = t.

By [1, Theorem 24]

D

CD.ß,c(<t>y  X f)   =   2L,1   CD,p,r(<l>y)CD,T.<,(f)
T

= ¿^1 roSp.rCD.T.^f) = roCo,p,„(/)

so that faXf=fy converges formally [l, Definition 9] to the func-

tion /.

Thus we have to show that this formal convergence implies con-

vergence. By [l, Theorem 21 ] the set {/7|7£r} is totally bounded

and therefore has a compact closure. The directed set {/7|7Gr}

therefore has a cluster point [ó]. We show that it has only one cluster

point. In fact suppose that /' and /" are both cluster points. Then

for a given D, p, 0, and e>0, because of the formal convergence, we

may find 70ET such that for 7', 7" ^70 we have that

Cß.p.«(/V) — CD.pAfy") I  < e/3.

fr-f'\ <e/3
^ I cD„M')

But in particular we may choose 7' and 7" ^70 so that

and \fy"-f"\<e/3, whence | CD*,.(f) - CD,„Af")

- CD,Mr) I + I CD„Afr) - GwC/vOI + I CD,„.(fr.) - CB,,,„(/") |
í|/-M+«/3 + |A»-/"|<* Thus CD,PJ' = CD,PJ". By the
uniqueness theorem [l, Theorem 26], /'=/"=/• Thus our condi-

tionally compact directed set has exactly one cluster point / and

therefore converges to this cluster point. We may obtain (3) from (6).

This concludes the proof of the theorem.

If we allow O to be the set of all irreducible, normal, unitary, and

nonequivalent representations of G, then the functions fa play the

role of the Fejér kernel and the method of summation is applicable

equally to all almost periodic functions on a group.
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